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This paper focuses on optimizing the 3D flight trajectory of a fixed-wing aircraft when
performing wingman maneuvers in a leader-follower formation scenario. Instead of a rigid
formation position, the desired formation is defined as set of points configured as a ring
structure located behind the leaderwhen both the leader and thewingman aircraft aremodeled
by high order dynamics. In particular, we formulate the optimization problem under three
different system structures: (i) naturally constrained, (ii) ring angle constrained and (iii)
controller constrained. These system structures reflect the variation of inputs to the system
under different levels of control freedom, fromanunknown control structure to a known control
structure. The optimization objective is to minimize the thrust profile so that the follower can
minimize its consumed energy to achieve the desired wingman maneuver. Our simulation
studies demonstrate that optimized solutions are attainable for all three cases. Moreover, for a
naturally constrained system, there exists a convergent steady-state solution for the wingman’s
position along the ring structure that represents a global solution, regardless of the wingman’s
initial states.

I. Introduction
Formation control in UAV applications has been used to, e.g., provide sensor coverage [1], form communication

networks [2], and conserve energy during travel [3]. The research in recent works surrounding formation control is
found to involve topics regarding particle swarm implementation, potential field methods, and system control under
sensor constraints (e.g., communication delays, measurement noise, etc.). For example, in [4], a combination of robust
and PID control is used to provide a small group of fixed-wing UAVs the capability to effectively strike a target. Their
proposed controller is proven asymptotically stable and can resist wind fields while performing precise air strikes on a
ground target. In [5], a UAV is commanded to land on a moving UGV by orienting a virtual ‘line’ that links the UAV
with the UGV. The UAV is commanded to fly directly over the UGV to orient the virtual line to be vertically straight,
and maintain a straight line while lowering its altitude to land. In [6], a guidance control based on the backstepping
approach is proposed with stability proven via the Lyapunov function. The formation is a triangle shape with a virtual
leader positioned at the center of the shape and followers positioned at the triangle’s vertices. Complex wind fields are
also considered in their work. In [7], an artificial potential field is constructed using the communication topology and
communication weights. A Null space behavior approach is designed to fuse obstacle avoidance with formation keeping,
and combine them into a single command. Their formation keeping control is designed as a second order consensus
control algorithm. In [8], the UAV models are represented using point mass models, and the autopilots are based on a
first-order system. They utilize a potential field based control that enables the group of UAVs to converge to the desired
formation. By combining the artificial potential field method with a formation division method a flexible formation is
achieved for congested settings. In [9], the formation is specified as three UAVs in triangle formation. A virtual leader
is used to determine the flight trajectory where a potential field is applied to the virtual leader in order to track the target.
Repulsive forces are used to prevent collision and distribute the followers. The collision avoidance trajectory is the
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result of a superposition function taken with respect to two rotation potential field vectors. The work in [10] proposes
a collision avoidance algorithm based on bi-directional network connection structure. A consensus based algorithm
and leader-follower controller are simultaneously applied to provide a convergent formation control. The consensus
based collision avoidance algorithm is based on an improved artificial potential field method and includes obstacle
avoidance. In [11], the desired UAV path is parameterized as a Pythagorean Hodograph and decomposes particle swarm
optimization (PSO) solutions into ‘subswarms’. The subswarms communicate with each other to form cooperative
groups that update the best known locations in the optimal direction. This improved PSO is extended in [12]. The work
in [12] proposes a path planning algorithm for UAV formation based on comprehensively improved PSO. A chaos based
logistic map is used to improve the particle initial distribution and adaptive linear-varying variables are used to represent
the constant acceleration coefficients and maximum velocity. In addition a mutation strategy is used for replacing the
undesired particles with desired ones. Their proposed PSO is theoretically shown to speed up convergence and improve
solution optimality. In [13], a formation control based on the second order consensus is developed that generates steering
commands. In their algorithm a cooperative guidance algorithm and cooperative control algorithm work together to
control the position and attitude, respectively. The full-state closed-loop control strategy provides desired acceleration,
pitch rate, and heading rate. ‘Synchronization’ technology referred to their work is synonymous with consensus control,
and is used to overcome measurement error. To handle disturbances and uncertainties, the authors in [14] propose an
adaptive model predictive control with extended state observers. The extended state observer estimates the disturbance
and is ultimately bounded, allowing for the design of a distributed trajectory tracking controller with disturbance
rejection. Their work adopts a flexible virtual structure for defining the formation. In [15] the mathematical model for
a quadcopter UAV is partitioned into two subsystems, linear-attitude control and non-linear position control, where
state information is obtained through communication with local neighbors. To control the thrust a backstepping outer
position controller interfaces with the inner attitude controller in a cascaded control structure. A Lyapunov-Krasovskii
approach is used to prove stability with considerations made for communication time delays. In [16], a cooperative
relative localization method is proposed for UAVs operating in GPS denied environments. Ultra-wideband Ranging and
Communication Network is utilized to both sense the inter-UAV distances and exchange information. A continuous
double integrator model is considered for formation control using a discrete controller. They propose a discrete-time
controller involving the localization estimates and measurement noises by discretizing a referenced control algorithm.

One principle formation control problem is the leader-follower tracking problem, whose objective is to derive control
algorithms such that the follower can track the leader in a specific formation setting. In [17], a leader-follower feedback
formation control is developed, where the follower only uses the distance and bearing angle to the leader as feedback.
Constraints are provided on the leader such that the follower can maintain formation. The controller is based on a
turning rate controller for the follower to track the leader and a velocity controller that uses the bearing angle. The policy
for the turning rate uses two curved sliding surfaces, which are composed of piecewise linear segments. The resulting
behavior of the follower is that it orbits around a stationary target and is capable of tracking a moving target. In other
works, close proximity formations are used to obtain efficient flight dynamics. Drag reduction is achieved by having the
wingman follow the leader’s flight path in close proximity. In [18], a PI autopilot control is designed that uses a mix of
separation errors and maneuver errors. The controller is an extension of the heading-hold and mach-hold autopilots, but
is implemented by involving two flight vehicles and their accurate positions. The position of the leader relative to the
wingman is assumed available and the aircrafts are modeled using first-order dynamics. The work in [18] is extended in
[19] to include the aerodynamic effects of flying tight formations to achieve a reduction in the formation’s induced drag.
One important formation setting is the virtual structure method. In the virtual structure method, the trajectories of the
system agents are modeled by the movement of a structure through a space. The controller is developed by defining the
dynamics of the virtual structure, then translating those dynamics to define the path of the followers. A virtual structure
can be categorized as either rigid or flexible. A rigid virtual structure generates agent trajectories by maintaining fixed
distances between agents within the formation, but the rigid virtual structure can result in deformations of the planned
trajectories due to nonholonomic constraints of the system vehicles. In [20–24], the deformation problem is solved by
utilizing a flexible virtual structure, where the formation constraints can be loosely applied to provide smooth turning
conditions. In [24], the flexibility of the wingman’s formation position is constrained to a ring structure located a certain
distance behind the leader. Two control algorithms are proposed: an explicit control defines a point along the ring and
changes depending on the current position of the follower, and a potential field method.

In this paper, we focus on optimizing control strategies to enable 3D leader-follower formation maneuvers for
fixed-wing aircraft such that the wingman aircraft can minimize its thrust usage while staying in the desired formation
with the leader. Since the thrust is proportional to the energy consumed by the wingman, minimizing the thrust means
the minimization of energy consumption of the wingman. In the context of this paper, a 6-DOF model is chosen to
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represent the aircraft dynamics. Moreover, the designed control strategies are only for the wingman as the leader’s
trajectory is given, indicating that the control input for the leader is pre-determined. To focus on the optimization
aspect, this paper does not investigate the impact of communication between the leader and the wingman. Instead, we
assume that the wingman has full knowledge of the leader without relying on a communication channel. In addition,
measurement noise and wind disturbance are neglected. By neglecting communication and sensing models, we simplify
the problem to be more focused on the analytical and optimization aspects for controlling the 6-DOF model in a
leader-follower framework. Following the work in [24], we adopt the ring structure formation for the energy saving
aspects as it reflects the aerodynamic benefits obtained by flying in the wake of the leader’s flight path. Based on the
‘explicit’ ring structure approach, we show that improved thrust profiles are obtainable, which is possible by modifying
the saturation bounds that are applied to the wingman’s direct control inputs.

II. Preliminaries
This section introduces the mathematical background for the leader-follower tracking problem using a ring structure

to define the desired formation position. We extend the ring formation controller developed in [24] by incorporating
analytical expressions for the system variables. The analytical calculation replaces the previously used command filters
that were used to compute the second derivative needed for control feedback. The original model in [24] has also been
improved by modelling the aerodynamic drag. This improvement allows us to generate more practical trajectories and
determine the forces used in energy calculations.

A. System Kinematics
A point-mass aircraft model for three-dimensional flight over a flat, non-rotating earth is used as the kinematic

model for the fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicles [25]. With the assumption of thrust along the forward path of the
vehicle, the aircraft model is defined as

¤G8 (C) = +8 (C) cos W8 (C) cos j8 (C),
¤H8 (C) = +8 (C) cos W8 (C) sin j8 (C),
¤ℎ8 (C) = +8 (C) sin W8 (C),

¤+8 (C) =
)8 (C) − �8 (C)

<8

− 6 sin W8 (C),

¤W8 (C) =
6

+8 (C)
(=8 (C) cos q8 (C) − cos W8 (C)),

¤j8 (C) =
6

+8 (C)
=8 (C) sin q8 (C)

cos W8 (C)
,

(1)

for 8 ∈ {;, F}, with airspeeds +8 (C) ∈ R>0, thrust )8 (C), aerodynamic drag �8 (C), mass <8 ∈ R>0, acceleration due to
gravity 6, flight path angle W8 (C), heading angle j8 (C), load factor =8 (C), and bank angle q8 (C), where ; denotes the
leader and F denotes the wingman. This formulation can handle thrust reversal as well as the effect of speed brakes, if
these capabilities are available. Note that the system bank angles q8 (C), load factors =8 (C) and thrusts )8 (C) are the input
variables. By differentiating ¤G8 (C), ¤H8 (C) and ¤ℎ8 (C) and substituting in the dynamics for +8 (C), W8 (C) and j8 (C) we obtain
a new form of the model given as

¥G8 (C) = D81 (C),
¥H8 (C) = D82 (C),
¥ℎ8 (C) = D83 (C),

(2)

where D8 (C) = [D81 (C), D82 (C), D83 (C)] ′ are the new control variables. Each aircraft can be modelled using three state
variables [+8 , W8 , j8]) and controlled using three control inputs [)8 , =8 , q8]) or [D81, D82, D83]) . For the formation
control problem vehicle position is also required to be added to the vehicle state. So, the vehicle state is represented
by [G8 , H8 , ℎ8 , +8 , W8 , j8]) with (1) representing the state derivatives. The relationship between the control D8 and the
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variables q8 , =8 and )8 is defined as

q8 = arctan
(

D82 cos j8 − D81 sin j8
cos W8 (D83 + 6) − sin W8 (D81 cos j8 + D82 sin j8)

)
,

=8 =
cos W8 (D83 + 6) − sin W8 (D81 cos j8 + D82 sin j8)

6 cos q8
,

)8 = (sin W8 (D83 + 6) + cos W8 (D81 cos j8 + D82 sin j8))<8 + �8 .

(3)

Furthermore, the drag �8 is estimated from the drag polar as

�8 = d+8
2�8 (�308

+ �38=3 ), (4)

with the parasitic drag coefficient �308
and the induced drag coefficient �38=3 defined as [26]

�38=3 =
�2
;8

c�'4
,

�;8 =
2=8<86

d+8
2�8

,

(5)

where �' is the wing aspect ratio, �8 is the surface area of the wings, d is the air density, =8 is the load factor, < is the
mass, 6 is the gravity, and 4 is the Oswald’s efficiency parameter. Next, we define the dynamics for the wingman’s
tracking error with respect to an arbitrary position along a ring structure located behind the leader.

B. Tracking Error
Consider the system dynamics given by

¤A8 (C) = E8 (C),
¤E8 (C) = D8 (C),

(6)

where A8 (C) = [G8 (C), H8 (C), ℎ8 (C)] ′ is the position of the 8th vehicle, E8 (C) = [ ¤G8 (C), ¤H8 (C), ¤ℎ8 (C)] ′ is the velocity, and
D8 ∈ R3 is the control input. A desired formation is one where the follower is able to maintain its position along a rigid
ring structure located behind the leader. The ring structure is a set of points in the H;I; plane arranged in a circular
formation with radius ' around the point �. The points along the ring structure are defined using a set of vectors Γ. Let
A∗
;
∈ Γ represent the displacement vector associated with the desired position along the ring structure. The displacement

vector is defined as

A∗; =


�G

�H + ' cos i(C)
�I − ' sin i(C)

 , (7)

where � = [�G , �H , �I] ′ is a vector representing the center of the ring, ' is the radius of the ring, and i(C) ∈ (−c, c) is
the ring angle taken counterclockwise from the +H; axis in the H;I; plane. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the the ring
structure.

The desired position is calculated as the displacement vector rotated into the inertial frame and displaced by the
leader’s position. Let R8

;
(W; , j;) represent the rotation matrix for the transformation from the leader frame to the inertial

frame, defined as R8
;
(W; , j;) = R1 (j;)R2 (W;), where

R1 (j;) =


cos j; − sin j; 0
sin j; cos j; 0

0 0 1

 , (8)

and

R2 (W;) =


cos W; 0 sin W;

0 1 0
− sin W; 0 cos W;

 . (9)
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Fig. 1 A diagram showing the ring structure with respect to the leader’s vehicle frame. The leader is shown as
the grey vehicle with G;H;I; vehicle frame axes. This particular configuration reflects a � vector where |�G | < 0
and �H = �I = 0. Hence, the center of the ring structure is positioned directly behind the leader. The ring
structure is formed by a set of position vectors Γ. The vectors Γ are defined in terms of the center �, radius '
and ring angle i ∈ (−c, c). The ring angle i is taken counterclockwise from the +H; axis in the H;I; plane.

Let A3 (C) represent the desired position in the inertial frame, and be defined as

A3 (C) = A; (C) + R8
; (C)A

∗
; (C). (10)

From equations (1)-(10) we obtain the error dynamics

4(C) = A 5 (C) − A; (C) − R8
; (C)A

∗
; (C),

¤4(C) = E 5 (C) − E; (C) −
3

3C
[R8

; (C)A
∗
; (C)],

¥4(C) = D 5 (C) − D; (C) −
32

3C2
[R8

; (C)A
∗
; (C)] .

(11)

We now solve for the differential terms of the rotated vector R8
;
(C)A∗

;
(C) used within (11). The first derivative of the

rotated vector is given as
3

3C
[R8

; (C)A
∗
; (C)] = ¤R

8
; (C)A

∗
; (C) + R

8
; (C) ¤A

∗
; (C). (12)

Computing the first derivative of the displacement vector gives

¤A∗; (C) =


0

−' sin i(C)
−' cos i(C)

 ¤i(C). (13)

Computing the first derivative of the rotation matrix gives

¤R8
; =
¤R1R2 + R1 ¤R2, (14)

where
¤R1 =

mR1 (j;)
mj;

¤j; (C)

=


− sin j; − cos j; 0
cos j; − sin j; 0

0 0 0

 ¤j; (C),
(15)

¤R2 =
mR2 (W;)
mW;

¤W; (C)

=


− sin W; 0 cos W;

0 0 0
− cos W; 0 − sin W;

 ¤W; (C),
(16)
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¤j; and ¤W; are given in (1), and R1 and R2 are given in (8) and (9), respectively.
The second derivative of the rotated vector is given as

32

3C2
[R8

; (C)A
∗
; (C)] =

3

3C
[ ¤R8

; (C)A
∗
; (C)] +

3

3C
[R8

; (C) ¤A
∗
; (C)],

= ¥R8
; (C)A

∗
; (C) + ¤R

8
; (C) ¤A

∗
; (C) + ¤R

8
; (C) ¤A

∗
; (C) + R

8
; (C) ¥A

∗
; (C).

(17)

Computing the second derivative of the displacement vector gives

¥A∗; (C) =


0

−' cos i(C)
' sin i(C)

 ¤i
2 (C) +


0

−' sin i(C)
−' cos i(C)

 ¥i(C). (18)

Computing the second derivative of the rotation matrix gives

¥R8
; =
¥R1R2 + ¤R1 ¤R2 + ¤R1 ¤R2 + R1 ¥R2, (19)

where
¥R1 =

3

3C

[
mR1 (j;)
mj;

]
¤j; (C) +

mR1 (j;)
mj;

3

3C
[ ¤j; (C)]

=


− cos j; sin j; 0
− sin j; − cos j; 0

0 0 0

 ¤j
2
; (C) +

mR1 (j;)
mj;

¥j; (C),
(20)

and
¥R2 =

3

3C

[
mR2 (W;)
mW;

]
¤W; (C) +

mR2 (W;)
mW;

3

3C
[ ¤W; (C)]

=


− cos W; 0 − sin W;

0 0 0
sin W; 0 − cos W;

 ¤W
2
; (C) +

mR2 (W;)
mW;

¥W; (C).
(21)

The terms ¤j;2 and ¤W;2 are calculated via (1). The terms mR1 (j;)
mj;

and mR2 (W;)
mW;

are extracted from (15) and (16), respectively.
Given the model in (1), we assume that the rotational forces (i.e., torque) on the vehicles are very small. Hence, we
approximate the angular accelerations as ¥j; (C) ≈ 0 and ¥W; (C) ≈ 0, which allows us to forgo developing the analytical
expressions for these terms as well as the assumption that we have access to this information.

III. Flight Trajectory Optimization
In this section, we focus on developing optimized control strategies for the wingman such that it can minimize

its thrust usage while staying in the desired formation with the leader. Minimization of the thrust also means the
minimization of energy usage for the wingman. Under normal operating conditions for fixed-wing flight, there is a
trade-off between thrust minimization and tracking performance. In other words, the system’s performance will depend
on how the constraints and inputs are defined. Therefore, we investigate the optimized solutions for three cases and
structure them differently by changing the system’s input variables. In the first case, namely, case A, we initially relax
the optimization constraints by defining the inputs of the system to be the wingman inputs {)F , =F , qF } and the ring
angle i(C), which leads to an optimized solution where the thrust profile is erratic. To smooth the thrust profile, the
control inputs are transferred to be the wingman input rates { ¤)F , ¤=F , ¥qF } and ring angle acceleration rate ¥i(C). In the
second case, namely, case B, we utilize the same wingman input rates as in case A, i.e. { ¤)F , ¤=F , ¤qF }, but we remove
the ring angle acceleration rate ¥i(C) from the controllable parameters. Instead, the ring angle i(C) and ring angle rate
¤i(C) are determined by the wingman’s position, making the ring angle be constrained by the coupled dynamics of the
leader and the wingman. In the third case, namely, case C, a controller is implemented that uses the dynamics of the
wingman’s desired position and leader controls as feedback. With this feedback, the system is ultimately reduced to
having a single input variable that is the ring angle acceleration rate ¥i(C). Additionally, a description of the procedure
for obtaining the initial guess data used for initializing the optimizer is also included at the end of this section.
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A. Case A: Optimization with Kinematic Constraints
Let the aircraft’s states be represented by the vector [G8 , H8 , ℎ8 , +8 , W8 , j8] ′ for 8 ∈ {;, F}. Let AF (C) = [GF , HF , ℎF ] ′ ∈

zF (C) represent the position of a wingman in the inertial frame. There exists a desired wingman position A3 (C) =
[G3 , H3 , ℎ3] ′ in the inertial frame, defined in a rigid structure formation and determined by the orientation of the leader.
The trajectory A3 (C) may not be feasible due to the kinematic limitations of the wingman. Therefore, a desired trajectory
A∗F (C) is defined that represents the feasible trajectory of the wingman. Assuming that z; (C) is known in the duration
C ∈ [C>, C 5 ], our objective is to compute the feasible trajectory A∗F (C) that minimizes the thrust )F of the wingman using
a smooth thrust profile while adding a constraint that

��|A3 (C) − A∗F (C) |�� is within some threshold. Here, we form a set of
optimization problems that structures the leader-follower ring structure formation problem with the constraints needed
to find controls {)F (C), =F (C), qF (C)} that generate A∗F (C). In case A, the wingman input rates { ¤)F , ¤=F , ¤qF } and ring
angle acceleration rate ¥i(C) are used as inputs to the optimized system. For the case A structure, the state vector I>?C ,
control vector D>?C , and differential state vector ¤I>?C are defined as

I>?C = [IF , )F , =F , qF , i, ¤i] ∈ R11G1, (22)

D>?C = [ ¤)F , ¤=F , ¤qF , ¥i] ∈ R4G1, (23)

¤I>?C = [ ¤IF , ¤)F , ¤=F , ¤qF , ¤i, ¥i] ∈ R11G1. (24)

The optimization problem for case A is given as

min
¤qF (C) , ¤=F (C) , ¤)F (C) , ¥i (C)

∫ C 5

C>

)F (g)3g,

s.t. | |A3 (C) − A∗F (C) | | ≤ U,
0 < )F ≤ 800,
− 0 < =F < 2,
− c/3 < qF < c/3,
− 10 < ¤)F ≤ 10,
− 0.05 < ¤=F ≤ 0.05,
− 0.05 < ¤qF ≤ 0.05,
− 0.1 < ¥i < 0.1,

(25)

subject to (24). The cost function used in (25) is the integration of the wingman’s thrust )F (C) over the flight time.
Recall that ¤)F is used as a control parameter. This term is constrained within the optimization algorithm to ensure that a
smooth thrust profile is obtained. Note that we also include ) 5 , = 5 , q 5 in the optimization state. This can allow for
explicit bounds to be placed in their operating range, hence preventing the inputs from converging to infeasible values
while also ensuring a practical range of values. In case A, we determine the desired position on the ring through control
of ¥i. In the next case, case B, we describe the optimization problem where the desired position is no longer controlled.
Instead, it is predefined according to the wingman’s position.

B. Case B: Optimization with Ring Angle Constraint
In case A, the desired position is free to move along the ring structure. Hence, the optimizer has the freedom to

choose the desired position that aids the solution search to obtain a smooth and minimal thrust profile. In case B, the
ring angle variable is redefined using the wingman’s state information as feedback. The ring angle is defined as the
angle taken with respect to the intersecting position of the ring structure and a LOS vector between the wingman and the
center of the ring structure, given as

i = arctan (
�;
I − I;F

�;
H − H;F

), (26)

where {�;
H , �

;
I} is {�H , �I} ∈ � rotated into the leader’s vehicle frame and {H;F , I;F } is the wingman’s {HF , IF }

coordinate rotated into the leader’s vehicle frame. The ring angle dynamics is determined by the movement of the leader
and the follower. Following [24], given (1) and (26), the dynamics for the angle on the ring is defined as

¤i = 1
3
( ¤H;F (C) sin i − ¤I;F (C) cos i), i(C>) = i>, (27)
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where ¤H;F (C) and ¤I;F (C) are the differential terms for the H and I components of the wingman’s position taken with
respect to the leader’s vehicle frame, and 1/3 (=0.5) represents the formation angle gain. Figure 2 shows a diagram
depicting the configuration of the desired position using the new definition of the ring angle.

Fig. 2 A diagram in the leader’s H;I; frame showing the ring angle i taken with respect to the intersecting
position A3 of the ring structure and a LOS vector between the wingman and the center of the ring structure.

The state vector I>?C , control vector D>?C and differential state vector ¤I>?C for the case B optimization problem are
defined as

I>?C = [IF , )F , =F , qF , i] ∈ R10G1, (28)

D>?C = [ ¤)F , ¤=F , ¤qF ] ∈ R3G1, (29)

¤I>?C = [ ¤IF , ¤)F , ¤=F , ¤qF , ¤i] ∈ R10G1. (30)
The state differential vector shown in (30) utilizes (27) to describe the dynamics for the angle on the ring. By redefining
the ring angle in terms of the wingman’s position and dynamics, the ring angle is no longer treated as a controlled
variable and the optimization problem for a known trajectory of z; (C) in the duration of time C ∈ [C>, C 5 ] is described by

min
¤qF (C) , ¤=F (C) , ¤)F (C)

∫ C 5

C>

)F (g)3g,

s.t. | |A3 (C) − A∗F (C) | | ≤ U,
0 < )F ≤ 800,
− 0 < =F < 2,
− c/3 < qF < c/3,
− 10 < ¤)F ≤ 10,
− 0.05 < ¤=F ≤ 0.05,
− 0.05 < ¤qF ≤ 0.05,

(31)

subject to (30), where | | · | | is the euclidean norm and U is some maximum threshold. The case B path constraint and
variable bounds are also included in (31).

C. Case C: Optimization with Controller Constraint
For case C, instead of substituting in an alternative definition for the ring angle control, the definition for the

wingman’s controls are substituted with a designed controller instead. This restricts the optimization’s gradient search
and reduces the system’s input variables to be only the ring angle information. Via utilizing the ring angle dynamics, we
can control the ring angle and ring angle rate through the ring angle acceleration ¥i(C). Let D3 (C) = [D31, D32, D33] ′
represent the designed controller and D(C) ∈ R3 be the saturated control signal defined as

D(C) = sat(D3) =


sgn(D31)min (|D31 | , D̄1)
sgn(D32)min (|D32 | , D̄2)
sgn(D33)min (|D33 | , D̄3)

 , (32)

where D̄ = [D̄1, D̄2, D̄3] ′ is the saturation constraint. Let a new variable B(C) be defined as

B(C) = ¤4(C) + :14(C) + b (C), (33)
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where
¤b (C) = −:2b (C) + ΔD(C), b (0) = b>, (34)

and
ΔD(C) = D3 (C) − D(C). (35)

The desired control D3 (C) is defined as

D3 (C) = D; (C) +
32

3C2
[R8

; (C)A
∗
; (C)] − :1 ¤4(C) + :2b (C) − :3B(C) − 4(C). (36)

Using the ‘explicit’ ring structure approach from [24], we can obtain improved thrust profiles by modifying the saturation
bounds to be applied to the wingman’s thrust, load factor, and bank angle controls. The controller developed in [24]
bounds the wingman’s GHI accelerations as shown in (32). Differently, we map the accelerations to the wingman’s
controls, and then apply the saturation bounds because our analysis of the ‘explicit’ control algorithm showed that the
wingman uses a negative thrust to slow down in certain parts of the trajectories. This is impractical since thrust can only
be positive and the aircraft relies on drag to slow down. Saturating [)F , =F , qF ] ′ instead of [ ¥GF , ¥IF , ¥ℎF ] ′ after the
analytical conversion from [ ¥GF , ¥IF , ¥ℎF ] ′ to [)F , =F , qF ] ′ via (3) helps to ensure the wingman’s control inputs are
nonnegative and hence practical. Let [)̌F , =̌F , q̌F ] ′ represent the saturated values of the wingman controls. We define
the saturated wingman controls as 

)̌3

=̌3

q̌3

 = sat
©«

)3

=3

q3


ª®®®®¬
=


max(0,min (|)3 | , )̄3))
max(0,min (|=3 | , =̄3))
sgn(q3)min (

��q3 �� , q̄3)
 , (37)

where [)̄F , =̄F , q̄F ] ′ is the saturation constraint. Now we can convert the saturated control inputs to accelerations D(C)
via

D1 (C) =
)̌8 − �8

<8

cos(W8)cos(j8) − 6=̌8 (sin(W8)cos(j8)cos(q̌8) + sin(j8)cos(q̌8)),

D2 (C) =
)̌8 − �8

<8

cos(W8)sin(j8) + 6=̌8 (cos(j8)sin(q̌8) − sin(W8)sin(j8)cos(q̌8),

D3 (C) = −
(
)̌8 − �8

<8

sin(W8) + 6=̌8cos(W8)cos(q̌8) + 6
)
.

(38)

To utilize the controller given in (36) following this new approach, we replace (32) with (3), (37) and (38) to obtain D(C)
from D3 (C). We can then use D(C) from D3 (C) in (35) as required by the control dynamics (34).

We would like to comment on the dependencies within the controlled system. Note that the two underlying factors
used to compute the error dynamics are (i) the movement of the leader, and (ii) the movement of the desired point along
the ring (controlled using the variables i(C), ¤i(C), and ¥i(C)). Since the leader moves arbitrarily, given that system (1)
operates with wingman control input (36), the true control signal changes from DF to the angle feedback i(C) introduced
to the system via (7). To provide information for ¤q(C) and ¥q(C), we implement control dynamics, defined as

¤i(C) =
∫
¥i(C)3C,

¥i(C) = D(C),
(39)

where D(C) is the acceleration of the ring angle used to define the wingman’s desired position. In addition to providing
the feedback information needed in (36), another benefit of (39) is that it provides a continuous profile for the desired
position along the ring structure, providing a smooth flight path. The state vector I>?C , control vector D>?C and
differential state vector ¤I>?C for the optimization problem are represented as

I>?C = [IF , i, ¤i, b] ∈ R11G1, (40)

D>?C = [ ¥i] ∈ R1G1, (41)

¤I>?C = [ ¤IF , ¤i, ¥i, ¤b] ∈ R11G1. (42)
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We now define the thrust optimization problem using the controller presented in (36) as

min
¥i (C)

∫ C 5

C>

)F (g)3g,

s.t. − 0.1 < ¥i < 0.1,
(43)

subject to (42) where )F (C) is the thrust defined in (3). Different from case A and case B, the control used for case C
ensures convergence to any point on the ring and hence case C does not require any path constraint for optimization. For
each optimization problem, the initial state vector I>?C is fixed and the final optimization state is left unconstrained. For
all optimization problems that we consider in this paper, the initial time and final time are both constrained to a fixed
value. This allows us to define our optimization problems as fixed-time, free final-state optimization problems.

D. Optimization Procedure
We have considered three cases of the system structure and described the differences in their optimization problems.

Each optimization problem requires guess data as an initial guess for finding the solution. Our procedure for procuring
the guess data uses either approximated or generalized functions instead of the raw state information obtained from
simulating system (1). The guess data is comprised of the wingman’s state information and is generated by the optimizer
with respect to said functions. Here, we describe how the generalized functions are used to represent the system state
information and generate the guess data needed for finding the optimized solution.

1. Approximating the Leader’s States
The state vectors used in our optimization problems do not include the leader’s state or control information. This is

because the optimizer adjusts the state values to find the solution, and we cannot change the leader’s information in
any practical manner (recall that the leader controls are arbitrarily given). Therefore, another method for obtaining the
leader’s state and control information is proposed. A simple way to obtain a function approximation is to limit the
leader’s maneuvers to very simple cases. By limiting the maneuvers, we no longer approximate the function, but can
generalize the leader’s state as a function of time. Consider the particular cases where a vehicle 8 ∈ {;, F} performs a
steady-state, level-flight bank angle maneuver. The state variable approximation may be obtained using a generalized
formulation of the maneuver. In these special case maneuvers, we assume: (i) the vehicle has level flight (i.e. constant
height ℎ8), (ii) the speed+8 , load factor =8 and bank angle q8 are held constant, and (iii) the initial state z8 (C>) satisfies the
steady-state requirements (i) and (ii). Given that these assumptions are met, vehicle 8 moves with a constant turning rate

l8 = +8/'. (44)

The controls necessary to perform a uniform circular motion are defined as

q8 (C) = :q (q3 − q8 (C)),
=8 (C) = 1/cot(q8 (C)),
)8 (C) = �8 (C),

(45)

where q3 is the desired bank angle of vehicle 8. We set q3 = q8 (C>) for uniform circular motion. Following the law of
uniform circular motion, the radius '8 of the circular trajectory being flown by vehicle 8 during a constant bank angle
maneuver is defined as

'8 =
+2
8
(C>)cot(q8)

6
. (46)

The generalized functions for vehicle 8’s state variables for any time C is then given in terms of z8 (C>) as

G8 (C) = '8cos(\>8 + \8 (C)), (47)
H8 (C) = −'8sin(\>8 + \8 (C)), (48)
ℎ8 (C) = ℎ>8 , (49)
+8 (C) = +>8 , (50)
W8 (C) = 0, (51)
j8 (C) = \>8 + \8 (C), (52)
\8 (C) = l8C, (53)
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where \>8 , ℎ>8 , +>8 are the initial heading angle, initial altitude and initial velocity respectively. \8 (C) represents the
angular position of the vehicle in the loiter circle with respect to negative y axis. l8 and '8 are obtained via (44) and
(46), respectively. The expressions (45) - (53) are not only useful for defining the leader’s state information, but also
can be used to generate the wingman’s state information to be used as guess data for the optimizer. The process for
generating the guess data is further described next in next section.

2. Generating Guess Data
The optimization method finds a solution by adjusting the system’s state and input information within a solution

space. Following the system kinematic constraints, a set of state and input variables are incrementally updated by the
optimizer in a direction following the negative gradient of the objective function. The initial optimization begins with
an initial solution determined by the guess data fed to the optimization algorithm. If there are local minimas within the
objective function gradient, then the optimized solution can produce different solutions based on what guess data is
being used. Hence, the selection and procurement of the guess data are key factors to the quality of the solution. For the
system described in (1) and optimization problems described in Section III, the guess data will reflect the simulated
state and control information taken from the wingman. The leader information is not included in the guess data because
the optimization adjusts each value in the state vector to find the solution, and we are not practically able to change the
leader’s state information. Therefore, one option to generate the guess data for each optimization problem described in
Section III is to simulate the leader and wingman dynamics (1) together and extract the wingman’s state and control
information to use as the guess data. This option would require the function approximation method (described in
III.D.1) to be used within the optimizer, which is computationally expensive due to refitting and solving the polynomial
approximations. The polynomial approximations also carry undesired errors when compared to the true data. Another
option for generating the guess data is to simulate the wingman with respect to the leader’s state information obtained
through the generalized formulation of a constant bank angle or straight-line maneuver in level-flight as described in
III.D.1.

To generate wingman state information, a decision on the control to use for the wingman is also considered. For
wingman control, we present two options. In the first option, the wingman may use the control presented in (45).
This control type is only valid when the maneuver of the leader is a constant bank angle or straight-line maneuver in
level-flight. Also, when implementing this control option, the initial pose of the wingman is defined such that the
maneuver’s steady-state conditions are satisfied. In our second option for selecting a wingman control to create the
guess data, we use the ring structure formation control presented in [24]. Note that we also use this control in our
case C optimization problem. Observe that if we use the first wingman control option for generating guess data, the
wingman dynamics follow the formulation described in equations (44)-(53) (originally used to generalize the leader’s
state information). Therefore, to obtain guess data, we use (44)-(53) with the parameters needed to obtain the desired
trajectory (i.e., the trajectory of the desired position taken with respect to the leader’s state information). Additionally,
we verify that the guess data satisfies all constraints and is consistent with the differential vectors expressed in (24),
(30), and (42). If poor guess data is used, i.e., data that reflects kinematic inconsistencies and/or dissatisfies the path
constraints, it is difficult for the optimizer to converge and output an optimal solution.

IV. Simulation
In this section, several simulation studies are conducted to provide optimization results for the fixed-wing leader-

follower ring structure formation maneuvers. The results reflect a set of minimal thrust profiles that may be used by
the wingman under different operating conditions. Utilizing these thrust profiles allows the wingman to realize a 3D
trajectory where its energy consumption is reduced. Two simulations are used to provide the optimization results. In the
first simulation, a comparison is made between the results for each of the cases described in Section III. In the second
simulation, we use only the case A structure of the optimization problem and compare the results for different initial
positions of the wingman along the ring structure (e.g., the top-side, left-side, right-side, and bottom-side of the ring
structure). The optimization is performed using OptimTraj [27] MATLAB library developed by Mathew Kelly for
continuous time trajectory optimization. The optimization method used is the trapezoidal collocation method. For each
optimization problem, the total time and initial state of the trajectory to be optimized are fixed with the final state being
free. An in-depth description for the OptimTraj library optimization method and algorithm procedure is available in
[28] and [29].

We utilize the same optimization parameters across all simulations. These parameters include the trapezoidal
method’s number of grid points (=64), simulation time (=132 seconds), and sampling rate (=0.05 seconds/sample). This
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sampling rate is sufficient in identifying convergence properties for the wingman’s position on the ring structure. Using
these parameters, the computational cost for obtaining convergence is 700-1500 iterations of optimization processed
in approximately 15-20 minutes on i-7 16 GB RAM PC. In addition to the optimization parameters, we also use the
same maneuver parameters across all simulations. For each simulation, the leader performs a positive, constant bank
angle maneuver in level-flight (i.e., loiter maneuver). For our model, we configure the simulation parameters to match
the physical properties of a Cessna 172 Skyhawk. The ring structure formation is defined using the radius ' = 10 m
and center vector � = [−10, 0, 0] ′. The leader is set to follow a constant 30◦ positive bank with a velocity of 60 m/s.
Under these conditions, the radius and steady-state angular rate for the leader’s trajectory are 635.61 m and 0.0944 rad/s,
respectively. The other simulation parameters and initial conditions that are used in each simulation can be found in
Table 1.

Table 1 Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value Description

< 1111:6 Aircraft mass
d 1.225:6/<3 Air Density
6 9.81</B2 Acceleration Due to Gravity
�' 7.32 Wing Aspect Ratio
�8 16.2<2 Wing Surface Area
4 0.85 Oswald’s efficiency parameter

[:1, :2, :3] [1, 8.5462, 8.170] Controller Gains
[)̄F , =̄F , q̄F ] [800, 2, c/3] Modified saturation constraints

�3>8
0.01 Aircraft Parasitic Drag Constant

[G!> , ℎ!> , ℎ!> ] [0 m,-635 m,1000 m] Leader’s Initial Position
[+!

> , W
!
> , j

!
> ] [60 m/s, 0 rad,0 rad] Leader’s Initial State

A. Comparison Between Different Case Structures
In our first simulation, we show how limited availability of the system control variables affects the performance

of the wingman by solving the three optimization problems described in Section III. In order to compare the results
from each optimization problem with one another, the initial position of the wingman is set to be the same across all
simulations. In particular, the initial position of the wingman is set to be the point along the ring structure located
above the leader (i.e., with respect to Figure 1 it is the top-side of the ring structure associated with the ring angle
i = −c/2). This maps the initial location of the wingman to be [G,> , ℎ,> , ℎ,> ] = [−10 m,−635 m, 1010 m] and
we set [+,

> , W,> , j
,
> ] = [60 m/s, 0 rad, 0 rad]. Results comparing the thrust, desired ring angle, and tracking error

between the guess data and the optimal solution for the different cases are shown in Figures 3(a), where the tracking
error is defined as the absolute distance between the wingman and the desired position on the ring. An energy metric,
represented by the total thrust spent, is obtained by integrating the thrust profiles with respect to time. Results comparing
the wingman’s total thrust spent between the guess data and the different cases are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Energy Comparison Between Different Case Structures

Structure Wingman’s Total Thrust Consumption (N)

Case A 1.45 × 106

Case B 1.54 × 106

Case C 1.43 × 106

Guess Data 1.55 × 106

The guess data is generated using a constant angle for the desired position on the ring structure. The constant angle
is set to i = −c/2 such that desired position of the wingman stays on the top of the leader’s circular trajectory. To
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Fig. 3 Figure (a) shows a comparison of the wingman’s thrust consumption. Figure (b) shows a comparison
of the ring angle information for the position. Figure (c) shows comparison of the tracking error. The tracking
error is defined as the absolute distance between the wingman and the desired position on the ring. The
comparison is between the guess data and cases A, B, and C described in Section III.

maintain this formation when performing the leader-follower maneuver, the wingman travels with a circular trajectory at
a same radius as the leader’s circular trajectory. Also, in order to maintain this desired formation, the wingman must
operate at the same velocity as the leader. Hence, for the guess data, holding the desired position requires the wingman
use a thrust profile that is the same as the leader’s.

Case A offers the best solution in terms of a smooth thrust profile, but suffers from high deviations of the thrust range
throughout the maneuver. This is due to the fact that the case A structure has the least restrictive structure out of the
three cases. Recall that all available control variables [ ¤)F , ¤=F , ¤qF , ¥i] are included in the optimization’s control vector
for case A. The tracking error for the case A solution is also stable and within an acceptable range. One critical issue
resulting from the case A solution is that the thrust and ring angle profiles have large deviations (as shown in Figures
3(a) and 3(b)). Case B is structured to have the variables [ ¤)F , ¤=F , ¤qF ] in the optimization’s control vector, where the
ring angle is defined in terms of the wingman’s position. In contrast to case A, case B thrust profile for the wingman has
smaller deviations, but still with low frequency oscillations. The position on the ring profile for case B has oscillations
due to the dynamics of the differential vector, but slowly moves towards a more energy efficient position. The tracking
error for the case B solution has the highest deviations among all cases, while still maintaining the amplitude within
an acceptable tolerance. In case C, the optimization control vector is [ ¥i]. From Table 2, we observe that the case C
structure provides the lowest energy consumption, while requiring the maneuver use a highly oscillatory thrust profile.
The thrust profile for case C contains high frequency oscillations due to the internal ring structure controller taken from
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[24]. The position on the ring profile for case C is similar to case A, where a i = 0 ring angle is held for a majority of
the flight. This is intuitive, because the ring angle i = 0 is the position of the ring associated with the lowest velocity.
Hence, maintaining the i = 0 position will achieve the minimal thrust profile by reducing the velocity needed to stay in
formation. In all cases, the wingman remains in the vicinity of 2 m of the ring as shown in Figure 3(c).

B. Comparison Between Different Initial Wingman Positions Along Ring Structure
In our first simulation, we observed that, from the three optimization problems, case A structure generated the

smoothest thrust profiles for executing the leader-follower maneuver. In our second simulation, case A is further
analyzed using different initial positions of the wingman along the ring structure. Figure 4 shows the optimal trajectories
obtained for one full lap of the leader along its loiter trajectory. Note that the plotted trajectories reflect only a portion
of the entire data that makes up the results (recall that two full laps of the loiter maneuver are simulated in a 132
second duration). Results comparing the thrust, desired ring angle, and tracking error between different initial wingman
positions along the ring structure are shown in Figures 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c).

Left

Top

Bottom

Right

Leader

Aircrafts

y

z

x

Comparison of Wingman Trajectories

Fig. 4 The image shows the optimizedwingman trajectories for one full loiter circle, initially starting at different
points in the ring. Initial conditions (i = 0, c/2, c and −c/2 corresponding to Right, Top, Left and Bottom
positions on the ring, respectively and are shown using different colors). The cyan and green colored rings
show the starting and ending points of the maneuvers respectively. The black colored rings are the intermediate
points at different time. Black colored arrows represent aircraft position at different time.

We have chosen a large simulation time to find the steady-state value for the optimal position on the ring structure.
Doing so allows us to identify three regions in the control profiles, where the different convergence characteristics exist
due to the optimization’s time constraints. These regions, referred to as regions I, II, and III, are shown in Figures 5(a)
and 5(b). In region I, the wingman tries to reach an energy optimal position on the ring structure. This energy optimal
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Fig. 5 Figure (a) compares thrust spent by wingman. Figure (b) compares the position on the ring of the
wingman. Figure (c) compares the tracking error of wingman starting initially at different points on the ring.
Three different intervals of time have been clearly indicated in Figures (a) and (b).

position is the innermost point (i = 0) with reference to the leader’s circular trajectory. The radius associated with the
circular trajectory for this point has a smaller radius than the leader’s trajectory, enabling the wingman to travel with a
lower velocity and spend less energy. In region II, the wingman tries to maintain its position at the energy optimal point
of the ring structure (i = 0). In region III, the optimization algorithm finds a solution that increases the wingman’s
controls in such a way that the potential energy of the vehicle is increased. Note that reducing the total simulation time
does not allow the convergence to occur, which implies that the three different regions and convergence of the angle on
the ring would not be observable. Also, we note that increasing the simulation time increases the duration of region II.
We can see from Figure 5(c) that the ring formation is maintained well and the wingman remains within a vicinity of 0.6
meter of the ring. Although starting from different initial positions on the ring structure, the ring angle converges to
the same trajectories within one lap of the loiter trajectory. This shows that the initial position of the wingman does
not affect the steady-state value of the angle on the ring for the loiter maneuver. We also observe that different initial
conditions affect the time of convergence to the value of the steady-state angle, which is proportional to the angular
difference between the steady-state angle and the angle defined by the initial condition.

V. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented three methods to optimize the trajectory of a wingman following a leader-follower ring

structure formation. The trajectory is optimized such that the wingman’s thrust is minimized and the tracking error is
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constrained. By minimizing the thrust, we are able to minimize the energy consumption of the wingman. To solve the
issue, we created three different optimization problems by changing the system input structure, and referred them as
cases A, B and C. In case A, the optimization problem finds the solution for the wingman controls and the desired
position on the ring structure. In case B, the optimization problem finds the solution only for the wingman controls. In
case C, the optimization problem finds the solution only for the desired position on the ring structure. To eliminate the
need for computing solutions for the wingman controls in case C, an existing ring structure control method is employed.
The optimized trajectory was obtained by taking the results from any case structure (A, B, or C) and implementing the
corresponding wingman controls and desired ring angle information. To supplement the optimization problems, we also
included a description of the procedure for creating the guess data used to initialize the optimization algorithm. Our
studies show that: (i) Smooth thrust profiles are achievable solutions by including thrust in the optimization objective
function and controlling the derivatives of control inputs whose values are bounded to small finite values, and (ii) in
a normally constrained system performing constant bank angle maneuvers, where the wingman controls and desired
position on ring structure are available as system inputs (case A), the trajectories for different initial positions of the
wingman along the ring will converge. The point that they converge to is the inside of the ring, i.e., the point on the
ring structure associated with the lowest velocity. We will incorporate these findings in our future work to generate
energy-efficient aircraft maneuvers in more practical and complex environments. We are also interested in extending our
optimization procedure by evaluating different settings of optimization constraints and parameters to obtain the best
optimal solution.
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